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Minghella looked like he was trying to remember the answers to basic calculus
problems during a "Good Morning America" interview Wednesday. "You know,
here's the problem: A 40-year-old man looks at his young female ex-girlfriend,
and he says to her: 'You've done a great job today, but you need to put more

effort into your looks. If we started dating again, you'd look much more
attractive,' " ABC anchor George Stephanopoulos said. "And the woman, a
43-year-old woman, says: 'Amen, brother,' " Minghella added. The dealer in

the story is, um, sitting next to Nick Minghella. The entire interview, as played
by the L.A. audience at home, broke down only when Minghella expressed his
jealousy over his ex-girlfriend's appearance. "Well, as an aspiring film director,
I can tell you that there's a little envy there," Minghella said. "The first time I
saw her, of course, I was. I was jealously because I saw a young woman who

was talented and who was beautiful, and I wondered if one day I could learn to
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direct films like the ones she directed."Filmmaker Andrew Haigh has been
tapped to direct toplined USA action comedy action-comedy Gifted, based on
the upcoming CW motion comic. Scott Foley stars in the pic, and Haigh will

also direct Foley. Written by Meagan Martin and Jared LeBoff, Gifted follows an
average doctor who finds herself trapped in the world of supernatural

superheroics, in a battle for her life. Gifted was conceived at The CW after
being approached with the initial premise by Warner Bros. Animation
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